
evolve with compliance



MANUAL WORK

• High cost of time and resources to manually  evaluate regulations 

and implement new processes

EVIDENCING

• Insufficient reporting to regulators and senior management on the 

state of all policy refreshes

MAPPING REGULATIONS, POLICIES AND CONTROLS

• Inability to effectively triage, assess and implement  new regulations 

such as SMCR and GDPR

PERSONAL LIABILITIES

• Risk of heavy fines for non-compliance

THE PROBLEM  

AROUND POLICY  

MANAGEMENT
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COMPLIANCE WILL UNLOCK OPPORTUNITIES 

FOR YOUR  BUSINESS RATHER THAN SLOW IT DOWN

• Regulators are calling for systems approach to compliance

• Complexity of regulatory framework requires automation

• Conduct related regulatory fines are increasing

• Personal accountability for senior managers

£60
BILLION

£50
BILLION

Between £50 billion and £60 billion  a 

year is being spent in the UK on  

meeting regulatory obligations

Financial Regulations  Will 

Surpass 300 Million  Pages 

by 2020

300
MILLION

Source: https://techandfinance.com/2016/04/20/financial-regulations-will-surpass-300-million-pages-by-2020-

says-jwg/
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WHY NOW?



CAPABILITIES

POLICY MANAGEMENT WORKFLOW

Policy documents can be centralised and  

linked in the appropriate hierarchy

CONSTANT AUDIT READINESS

Provide senior-level compliance and legal  

professionals with transparency on policies,  

procedures and controls providing them with  a 

detailed audit trail and full content control

COMPLIANCE AUTOMATION

Bring digitised workflows to policies and 

procedures to reduce time and resources

COLLABORATION

Capture collaboration and all decisions  

made to ensure history is preserved  and 

accessible; all in real-time
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MAPPING REGULATIONS TO POLICIES 

AND CONTROLS

Manage policies, standards and procedures  

across your organisation and map them to 

regulatory obligations using AI

DEMONSTRATING RISK FRAMEWORK

Track employee engagement and their adherence 

to policies



INFRASTRUCTURE, BACKUPS,  

HOSTING, DISASTER RECOVERY

• Typical deployment on AWS  or 

Azure Cloud

• Successfully delivered to top tier banks  with 

all requirements to security,  backups, DR, 

WORM, etc.

• Typical set up includes at least 1  

application server and 2 DB servers  for 

master and slave nodes

API

• Swagger UI which generates full  

API documentation

• ClauseMatch application is developed as  a 

back-end server and a front-end SPA  which 

communicates with BE server via  REST and 

WebSocket calls

INTEGRATION WITH OTHER SYSTEMS

• REST endpoints for all user  

management operations

• Support of JML processes using daily CSV files 

exchange with external systems

POSSIBLE INTEGRATIONS INCLUDE:

• Active Directory (Single Sign On)

• Controls Environment Integration

• Internal Policy Portal Integration

• Risk Management System Integrations

• Regulatory Obligations Repository  

Integration

CERTIFICATIONS

• ISO 27001

• ISO 9001

• Client and third-party security company audits 

and penetration testing

TECHNOLOGY & CYBER

• Security Questionnaire

• Architecture Diagram

• Installation Options

RELATIONAL DATABASE

BACKUP  STORAGE STATIC FILES  STORAGE

DATABASE

(SLAVE)

REDIS

ELASTICSEARCH

AWS S3
AWS S3 AWS GLACIER

DATABASE

(MASTER)

APPLICATION SERVER

AWS
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TECHNOLOGY AND SECURITY

JAVA

APPLICATION



SUPPORT

User training, support, account management

MONTHS
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IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE

SCOPE

Conduct needs assessment and define

scope for full implementation

PROCUREMENT

Review technology requirements and

determine project milestones

DELIVERY

Migration of documents and system 

integrations



KICK-OFF 

MEETING

• Agree on timeframes

• Identify admin users

• Outline upcoming policy 

refresh

• Plan integrations with 

other systems

DOCUMENT 

UPLOAD

• Locate all policies in 

Word/PDF

• Upload training and best 

practices

• Complete policy upload

SYSTEMS 

INTEGRATIONS

• Testing and 

troubleshooting

• Maintenance process 

agreed

GO-LIVE 

POINT

• Workflow configured

• Wider user onboarding 

and training

ADMIN USER 

TRAINING

• Platform training

• Workflow configuration 

workshops

• User and System set-up 

training

ONGOING 

SUPPORT

• Dedicated support

• New features and 

improvements

• Product feedback 

sessions
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IMPLEMENTATION STAGES

01 02 03 04 05 06



z

SUPPORT AND  

TRAINING

DEDICATED ACCOUNT  

MANAGER

• Unparalleled support,  offering 

both on site and  remote 

training

CONTINUOUS SOFTWARE  

OPTIMISATION

• Regular release and update  cycles

QUALITY 

MANAGEMENT

• Guaranteed security through  regular 

audits by both clients  and external 

parties

MULTILINGUAL

SUPPORT

• Multilingual support with  SLA 

defined for varying  severity 

levels
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TIER ONE BANK

PROBLEM

The continuous influx of new regulations is difficult to keep

up with, and costly to implement across a global organisation
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SOLUTION

Global Policies & Standards

are centralised and managed  on ClauseMatch 

platform

Thousands of users  collaborating on hundreds  

of policies and standards

Comprehensive audit trail of  all decisions 

resulting in easier  control and obligation 

linking

Reduced refresh cycle helping  policy 

owners manage input  from hundreds 

of people

Document Portal integrated  and 

accessible by all employees  across 

organisation

Real-time management information

reporting to the board on the  

state of all document refreshes

04

02 05

03 06

Their platform will enable us to manage all  of our 

global policies and standards more  efficiently and 

effectively across the bank  while providing the 

potential to link to  other solutions easily through 

their API.

In large complex organizations, document
management can be challenging  and so it 

is great that the industry is  innovating to 

make things easier..

COMPLIANCE COO
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Compliance is something that a company  cannot 

get wrong. That’s why it is incredibly  important to 

evaluate the process constantly  and innovate 

where possible. We strongly  believe in innovation 

and technology.

Some companies build the compliance  

function by hiring hundreds, sometimes  

thousands, of mature professionals.

We decided to double-down using  

technology, as it’s a scalable approach  that 

will help us as we grow and expand  globally. 

Regulatory technologies such

as ClauseMatch helps us achieve this

FOUNDER AND CEO

SOLUTION

Mapping of regulatory obligations to  policies, 

standards and procedures across  risk areas, 

juridictions and legal structure

Millions of metadata captured,  recorded and 

organised in a structured  way to enable the use 

of advanced  technologies such as ML/AI

Partnership to develop new technology

Automation of compliance

Integration with other risk  management 

and internal  compliance applications

Version management and editing  

control to ensure comprehensive  audit 

trail to auditors, regulators  and 

management

PROBLEM

Judgement-based supervision requires banks to ask hard questions about whether  

behaving a certain way is right, though not necessarily against the rules. Yet, the sheer  

amount of work involved means compliance is often a reactive process, with banks  

scrambling to fix lacunas instead of thinking strategically and planning ahead

04

02 05

03 06
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CHALLENGER BANK



MISSION

ClauseMatch exists to help financial institutions bring digital 

transformation to compliance and significantly reduce time, costs and 

risks.

VISION

ClauseMatch believes that the successful financial institutions of tomorrow will be built upon a 
constant flow of smart, connected and real-time compliance and regulatory knowledge. 

We are connecting regulators and regulated financial institutions in order to be able to evaluate the 
impact of any regulatory change on the industry in real time. We believe that compliance should be 
easy and transparent and institutions should be able to monitor and report on their compliance 
effortlessly.
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Our main goal is for thousands of financial 

institutions to use our platform for compliance so 

that the people in compliance can be heroes

EVGENY LIKHODED,  FOUNDER & CEO, 

CLAUSEMATCH



TWITTER.COM/CLAUSEMATCH

LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/CLAUSEMATCH

YOUTUBE.COM/CHANNEL/UCUYAM1GXPEIKA67BDFVARSA

THANK YOU  

FOR YOUR TIME


